Why wait for what’s next?
Get Dashboards for
The Raiser’s Edge® now.
Get beautiful data visualizations TODAY on your Raiser’s Edge data. You don’t have to
implement new versions of your core fundraising system to get state-of-the-art data
visualizations and dashboards. Consider JCA Answers™ for The Raiser’s Edge. Unlike
Tableau and Cognos, JCA Answers is ready-to-use and built on a powerful data warehouse
for dynamic reporting. JCA Answers plugs right into your Raiser’s Edge today.
Designed for non-technical users, this easy and powerful business intelligence tool
produces snapshots of your fundraising data to drive strategies with confidence.
Easy-to-share visualizations, whether or not your colleague has a Raiser’s Edge login.
Connect multiple databases to help understand a donor’s giving history along with other key
data, such as visitation patterns, volunteer history or website activity.
Powered by Sisense, the market-leading data visualization and BI software.
Affordable pricing, with unlimited seat licenses.
Record Count1
Under 500,000
500,000–1.5 million
1.5 million+
1
2

Annual Subscription Fee
$4,900
$7,900
$9,900

Quick Start Package2
Starts at $1,000
Starts at $2,000
Starts at $3,000

Record count for The Raiser’s Edge® is the number of constituent records plus the number of gift records.
JCA can provide remote installation and consulting with the “Quick Start” package, an affordably priced optional add-on to
JCA Answers. Contact JCA for more information.
All prices are subject to change at any time.

Got Questions? Get Answers.
Contact JCA at 888.446.4588
or answers@jcainc.com.
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The marks Blackbaud® and The Raiser’s Edge® are registered trademarks of Blackbaud, Inc.

JCA Answers™ for The Raiser’s Edge®
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